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Equipment:
large stainless steel saucepan 
with lid
stainless steel strainer
stainless steel mixing bowl
small (about 18 cm diameter) 
stainless steel saucepan with lid
stainless steel slotted spoon
small bowl
nylon stockings cut into 15 cm 
lengths
stainless steel cake cooling rack
large plate or tray
paper towels

Ingredients:
30–40 g red, brown or yellow onion skins 
(5 firmly-packed cups, or the skins of about 
12 large onions)
2 tbsp white vinegar
5 cups cold water
1 tsp olive oil
6–8 free-range eggs, at room temperature
non-toxic leaves for stencilling: choose soft 
ones that will fit the egg shape such as mint 
leaves, continental parsely or thyme

Fresh from the garden: eggs; onions (onion skins); non-toxic, nicely shaped soft leaves such as 
mint, continental parsley or thyme
Recipe source: Stephanie Alexander

It is great fun to dye eggs for Greek Easter and all Greek delicatessens sell red dye in paper 
envelopes. The egg represents the renewal of life, and the colour red is said to symbolise the 
blood of Christ. Stephanie’s recipe using onion skin dye and leaf stencils is an interesting activity 
for kitchen classes or at home. It doesn’t seem to matter whether the onion skins are yellow, brown 
or red, the eggs end up a very handsome burnished copper colour. (Don’t expect them to be the 
crimson of the commercial dye!) The colour is best on eggs with white shells. Try adding some of 
these suggestions to the onion skins (they are said to further ‘redden’ the finished product): sumac, 
saffron, turmeric, dried hibiscus flowers, rosehip, dandelion root, beets or ripe blackberries. Let us 
know how they turn out!
All your equipment should be stainless steel if possible to avoid staining from the dye. If 
manipulating uncooked eggs is a bit risky for your group, you can go for a more traditional Greek 
Easter egg and boil the eggs without the stencils. 

Fancy Greek Easter Eggs
Season: Summer/Autumn

Makes: 6–8 eggs for display
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Fancy Greek Easter Eggs
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What to do:
1. Put the onion skins in the large saucepan with the vinegar and water.
2. Bring the onion skins to the boil slowly, then reduce the heat and simmer with 

the lid on for 30 minutes.
3. Pour the hot contents through the strainer into the mixing bowl.* 

Discard the skins that collect in the strainer.
4. Let the coloured water (the dye) cool to room temperature.
5. Tie a tight knot in the end of each length of stocking to make a bag.
6. For each egg, gently smooth a leaf over the shell and secure it into position by 

slipping the stocking bag over it and tying off the end. (Stretch and twist the end 
of the stocking when you make the knot to keep the bag taut over the egg.)

7. Put the eggs very carefully into the smaller saucepan. They should just fit in 
a single layer without too much extra space. Pour the dye over the eggs – it 
should cover the eggs completely.

8. Bring the eggs to the boil slowly, then reduce the heat and simmer them with 
the lid on for 12 minutes.

9. Remove the saucepan from the heat. For a deeper colour allow the eggs to 
steep for an extra 10 minutes. (You can also let the eggs and saucepan cool 
down, then transfer them to the refrigerator for a longer steep.)

10. Set out the cake rack with a plate or tray under it to catch any drips. Use the 
slotted spoon to lift the eggs out of the dye and place them on the rack.

11. When the eggs are completely cold and dry, cut each knot and remove the 
leaf and nylon stocking.

12. Put a little olive oil on a piece of kitchen paper and rub the eggs to make 
them shine. Then polish the eggs lightly with another piece of paper.

*Adult supervision required


